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Moor’s Head  offers the 
perfect destination for functions 
and group bookings. 

We are a venue for celebration, 
birthdays, catch ups or end of 
year functions that can offer you 
a banquet at great value.

We have a variety of options, 
from booking one of our large 
function tables, to hiring out 
half or whole of the restaurant         
exclusively.
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FUNCTION PACKAGES 
The Moors Head  Banquet options. Please note the Middle Eastern feast is 
only available through pre order prior to your event. 

Middle Eastern feast  
The Moor’s Head’s selection of 4 starters 
Pizzas to share (one pizza between every two people)
Slow cooked lamb shoulder from Rumi Restaurant 
The Moor’s Head selection of salads 
Dessert of turkish delight, Persian fairy floss and fresh mint tea
$50 pp

The Moor banquet  
The Moor’s Head selection of 4 starters 
Endless pizza
The Moor’s Head selection of salads 
Dessert of turkish delight and fresh mint tea
$43 pp

Inauthentic Banquet 
Starters of crudites and dip
Pizza (1 per person) and choice of salad
Dessert of Turkish Delight and Fresh mint tea 
$32pp
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Package 1 
Premium beverages including    
sparkling on arrival for the duration 
of your event
$70pp

Package 2 
Your selection of wine and beer 
including all soft drinks for a 2 hour 
duration 
$40pp

Package 3 
Your choice of Hawkers craft beers, 
House white and Red wine, 2 hour 
duration. 

$28pp

BEVERAGE OPTIONS
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HOW TO BOOK:

Please call us at Moor’s Head on (03) 9484 0173. Please note function reservations cannot be made 
through our online booking system.    

FINAL GUEST NUMBERS
We require guest numbers and all allergies and dietary requirements to be confirmed 5 days prior to the 
date of your function.

PAYMENT
Depending on your group size and funciton type, we may require a deposit to secure your reservation. 
Any deposit paid is part of the amount quoted for the event. We accept all EFTPOS and major credit 
cards except for American Express and Diners club. We don’t accept cheques. 

CANCELLATIONS
Cancellations need to be made over the phone with one of our venue managers 48 hours prior to your 
event date. Clients who cancel their events within 48 hours of the event date will not be refunded their 
deposit. ≠–

Please note that Moor’s Head does not allow BYO. We are a fully licensed venue. 

We reserve the right to cancel a booking if:
-Our venue or any part of it is closed due to circumstances beyond our control
-The event may prejudice our reputation
-The deposit is not paid by the due date 
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